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~ iittVI l'®lltl~L411: i®llfl®®ILt' t AT ST. CLOUD, .l\ZrINN . •••••••• 
Sustained by lhe State for the Training of its Teachers . 
•••••••• 
COURSES OF STUDY. 
1. 
~ 
2. An Advanced Latin Course, extendin2' through five years. l L Elementary Course, one year. 3. Graduate Courses 2 . Advaneed Course, two years. 
3. Kindergarten Course, two years . 
•••••••• 
The Diploma of either course is a State Certificate of qualification of the First 
Grade good for two years. At the expiration of two years, the Diploma may be en-
an Elementary diploma, or a Permanent Certificate if an Advanceri diploma. 
The demand for trained teachers in Minnesota greatly exceeds the supply. The 
best of the graduates readily obtain positions at good salaries. 
ADMISSION. 
Graduates of High Schools and Colleges are admitted to the Gra_dnate Courses 
without examination. Applicants holding a second-grade county certificate are ad-
mitted to the B class without examination provided they have taught successfully for 
six months. Applicants who do not hold a second-grade certificate must be fifteen years 
of age at their nea.restbirthda.y, and to be admitted must pass a creditable examination 
in Orthography, Reading, Grammar and Language, the general Geography of the world, 
History ofU. S., Physiology and Arithmetic equivalent to the demands for a second-
grade certificate in these subjects. All the advantages of the school are FREE to i those who pledge themselves to teach two years in the public schools oftbe state. ,,.: ... EXPENSE OF LIVING IS VERY MODERATE. Living at the Lawrence Hall, including furnished room, heat, light and table board, 
is $3.00 per week. Board in private families may be had at rates ranging from $2.50 
to $4 per week. Excellent opportunities are offered for self-boarding. , ~ i Catalogues, giving full information, are mailed free to any address. Any questions ~ will receive prompt attention. Address the President. . ~GEO. R, KLEEBERGER, 
St. C1 o"Li.d.. Lllinn. 
L~~~~~~~~~ 
DR=. =T.=A=. P=A=-TT_ISO_N, DE:NTIST. 
+ Over Merchants National Bank 
CAMPBELL GREENHOUSE. 
■-
Cut Flowers Always Oll Hand. 
Funeral and Wedding Designs Made. 
Corner Third avenue and 3½ Street South . 
THERE ARE PEOPLE Finest trains on earth irom Whc are not satisfied with their dentist. 
Hrs PRICES OR HIS WORK- those 
are the people I wish to see. 
F. A. HOYT,DENTIST ST. PAUL 
·GRAND CENTRAL 
A ND WEST HOTELS. 
{-iEATED WIT{-1 STEA:tVI. 
l.lIG{-iTED WIT{-1 EuECT~ICITV. 
a\.nyone wanting comfortable rooms a t 
either hotel, with or without board, satisfac-
tion , prices and accommodatiol'l guarant eed. 
Special prices made to clergymen, teachers in 
public schools and students at Nor mal. 
□, S. HA YWARDJ 
PROPRIETOR, 
BE~lll CUlll~ 8 1! Jd E7{lll , lJ.lJIE BE~lll J17{Jd,S, 
7{j"i!D lllJIE BE~lll 8 1! EVE1'(¥lllJllj"i!G 
in the meat line can be obtained at 
KILIAN & CO.'S MEAT MARKET, 
1 23 5th .A.venue South . 
6-, 5, BRIG-HAMJ 
~\\<:.\.e,\.o.'\\. - o.'\\.~ - S"-\'2,~o.~, 
Office, 27 Fifth Ave. South. 
Residence, 424 3d Ave. South. 
For First-Class Shoe Repairing 
GO TO :=:::==::~-
~IKM:AN. 
Corner of 6th Ave. and 2d St. South. 
- . - ·- AND--
ffllJJEDPDLIS 
- - TO- --
CHICAGO 
Electric Lighted and Steam Heated, 
When in Need of ::::re3 
i :SOOTS., · S:S::OES and 
EU:S:SEES., 
Do not forget t o ca ll o n 
.. J. W. WOLTER, .. 
the Chea pest Shoe man in the city 
Next to Fandel's Dry Goods Store . 
.Al110 4 g1'eat lone of Tennill Shoes-B011•' wnct 
Youths at 36 Cents. 
THE NORMA LL\. 
STOP AT THE 
MINNESOTA HOUSE. 
( 
,,,,----- ----·--------- - ------
Deutsches tiast und Kos thaus . 
CEO. H. OVERBECK, Prop. 
Rates : $ 1 JJer dny or $3.50 to $5 per week. Special 
rates by the month made on a pplicatiou. 
Dr. J. H. BEATY, 
f_lon;e:opatl;Jic Pl;J]:lsicia9 illJd Sur-
ge:o 9· 
Ul<'FJ<T: ("orn,•r Fift h fl\'e. anrl Firs t St. South. 
Hour~. 11 to 12 a. m. u11d 2 to .-1, and 7 to 8 p. 111. 
:sunt.la.i• 111 resid e 111·e. -100 F if th a.n. S. T el. 14-2 . 
PIONE ER MEAT MARKET, 
JAK E TROSSEN, Prop. 
Kansas City Beef a Specialty. 
t\7 Stb 1:\~enue South, St. ctlou~. /lllinn. 'J',,f . 47 103 ;-; 111 , 1,.,,1111 , , 8011th. 
:••••••••••••••••••••••e••••••••••o••••••••••••0~ooeo••••••: 
: EVERY NORMAL STUDENT NEEDS A : 
• )z • : , ~ : 
i 1 , Waterman ~:~"-tain i 
• • : Why-Eecauseitsthe best on ec1.rth. : 
: Come and try one - fully V'i."'arranted. : 
• -'""-'~~,._,.,_,....,.,.,.._.......,.V"V~~,._,.,_,....,.,-""..,._,.'""-'V"V~~,.__,._-""..,._,...,..,.V"V~~,._,.,_,....,.,.,.._...,._,.V"V= • 
: WF can gi,·e you a Jinx ol fine stationery : 
• with your init iills stamped on each • 
: .cc,,,_ __ AND--==- sltcct 1; ,,. 35 ee11t~. : 
: ••• ENVELOPES • ■ a Haveyoua.................. : 
: We carry the finest line and only com- BIBLE or TESTAMENT? : 
• plete lin e in the city. • 
• Fine paper and envelopes in cream and If not come in and loo k over our line- • 
• tints . We can s t1it you. • 
: Pound Paper~ a t ......... ... ...... ...... ... ...... ..... Ask for (ltlt' "Speci ,il :-;:c, rnrnl Tablets"- : 
• 25 30 d 35 d 15 cents each. • • , 80 C per pOUll , - Complete li ne of- • 
: F ine writing tablets with envelopes to : 
• match . School supplies .• 
• _.,.._....,._ _ __,.......,...,._,._,._,._,__....,._ _ ..,._,.V"V._,._,._,__,.__,._ __ ..,._,~~-,.__,._--V"VV"V~-,....,.,~ • • • : Atwood's Book Store. ·: • • • c:=----519 ST. CERMAIN STREET. -----~ • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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'Twould be Hard to Find 
Ill.\\\ 
Another ~uch assortment of suits and overcoats as we have 
just now. Not the assortment of last week or next week by 
a ny means. Always changing rapidly. · The prices do that. 
We keep the newest and best. Everything to fix up with 
Collars, Cuffs, Underwear, Ho= 
siery, Dress Shirts, Ciloves, Sus= 
The sr:ock represents ::he very best that 
capital and good judgment can secure. 
penders, Handkerchifs, Etc., Etc. Can We Hope to See You =======:\ 
l\lIETZHOTH ER.OTHE R S. 
FRITZ CUY, Watchmaker and Optician. 
L;ci g est ;;tnck in tile city of Diamomls, Watches, FineJf'welr:v, Silverware, Clocks, etc. 
High•gr:.-:1cle Pi;1nos and Oq.u1ns, 
\r\' asli\Jurn :11 1d ~·v1:1 , t in r;11lta r ~, 
Mandolins, Banjos ;i nti Violi,,~ .. . . . 
L o w prices. good work, prompt attention. 
'-._ 709 St. Cermain St. 
~ ~olq9 .. t!LP.!Jer FINE PLATINOTYPES 
A SPECIALTY, 
!Prices to Stubents. 
fAPEO~~~A;~~&~A~~..&.&.AA&&&A7 
jJONESr~Candy Mani i ······· ·· ······i····t~ifaiif f t~·~i~iiif Jii~:j: i:ir·r············ i 
~ Fifteen years in the business has taught him every branch ( < of candy making. His store is constantly supplied with the 
~ latest delicacies, made fresh daily. If you would have the 
~ · best goods on earth, made by an experienced candy maker 
l.JoA~~;;R Candies. g~::::s I 
1:~:Y.,~::~:.,~:::.,:::;:::.~:.,:.:::.1 
,, 
V OLUME IX. ST. CLOUD, MINN., OCTOBER, 1899. NUMBER 2. 
Editor.in -C hlef ... .. .. , . ... .. ..... .. . ..... ......... Bessie Gurney 
( Flora Joslyn 
Associate Editors .. ..... . ...... { Dr. P. M. Magnusson 
l Robert Brown 
B · 'f' , . . f Paul Ashley. usrness "anageis . .... ... .. ...... 'l Waite A. shoemaker . 
Exchange Editor ... ... ........ . E lm er D. Va n Fredenberg 
, P ublished monthly during the school year at the 
State Normal schoo1'.at St. Cloili:l. 
Entered at the post office at St. Cloud as second 
class mail matter, 18\/5. 
S ubscription, 50 Cts. a Year. 
Single Copies, 1 -::, Cents. 
NOTICE. 
Subscribers will receive the Normalia 
until notice of discontinuance is given 
and all arrearages are pazd. 
A blue mark ,here ( ) means that 
. your subscription lzas expired. 
War and Character. 
were told that they were patriots, and 
saints and heroes. The school -boy 
who was but a kid yesterday and whom 
a school ma'am might have "stood on 
the floor" for whisp t'. ring, was em-
braced by weeping veterans and as-
sured by th e politician orator that he 
was to be classed in history with Wash-
ington and Napoleon, It was great! 
The volunteers went, saw some fi ght-
in g, did th eir duty as they had con-
tracted to do, did it nobly and well, 
though an Olympian joke was perpe-
trated on them. The volunteers, though . 
enlisted to fig ht Spain and free her 
colonies, found themselves fighting the 
enemies of Spain and against the inde-
pendence of th.e colonists for whose 
fre edo m they had drawn the sword . 
But this is obiter dicta. The volun-
teers had promised to ob{'y and to 
fight and they obeyed and fought like 
men. 
The volunteers returned. Again we 
had a season of spread•eagleism. How 
we .. all gazed in rapt admiration on 
these bronzed youths who to us were 
BY P. M. M. the paragons of all heroes of song and 
We saw the volunteers volunteer. story, but who' in the course of a brief 
How the eagle did scream! The(e was week or two are to be just ordinary 
blaring of . trumpe·t and beating of laborers and students, lawyers and 
drum. There was flaring of rocket and brick-makers, farmers and tramps! We 
roaring of cannon. There were feasts were all intoxicated with glory. . 
and processions, speeches and toasts, Now, when at last the intoxication is 
flags and bibles and pincushions pre- over, Let us think a few sober thoughts 
sented. The miscellaneous lot of able- on the subject. First, what has the 
bodied young Amerions who ·had en- war done for the warrior? The vol un-
listed mainly from a love of adventure teers have had experiences that come 
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to few men in peace. They have tried without the laboratory method of the 
to do their best to take the lives of wholesale murder of war. Compared 
their fellow men . That very eye has with the d('grading influences of war, 
aimed the musket at the heart of a this entry on the credit side is very 
human being. That hand has experi- insignificant. The good tuition of war 
enced how 1t feel:, to jab cold steel in- is a vanishing infinitesimal in compar-
to the entrails of a living man. Warm ison with its evil influence. It is as the 
blood spurting from living, or rather dust in the balance. 
dying, fountains by the quart and the The result is, that the student ot so-
gallon, is among the scenery they "en- ciety finds that every war has been fol-
joyed. " They have seen at wholesale lowed by an epidemic of crime. The 
what in civilized countries in peace is French wars brutalized England and 
seen only by the butcher, the under- the result was evident in that carnival 
taker, and the han g -man, and even by of brutality, the wars of the Roses. 
these only in retail. And the effect Richard III is a legitimate production 
on the soldier? Yes, the effect! In of such tuition. The thirty years' war 
the average man such experience will made Germany a wilderness and low· 
awake n th e slumbering tiger, wolf, and ered its civilization so that for a whole 
hyena ins tin cts that in civil life finally century afterwards Germany had to go 
suffer atrophy. War has the tendency to s chool to France and admit that she . 
to make the soldier revert to the char- was comparatively barbarous. ' Our 
acter and fun ction of a beast of prey. own civil war was followed by sud)._ 
Nor is this all. I never yet heard a thi11gs as the Younger brothers' raids 
champion of militarism who had brass as its natural fruits. Nor are the bar-
enough to claim that camp life in the barous lynchings of the south today 
campaign was morally ennobling and simply the result of race-hatred. Four 
uplifting. There is more swearing than years of carnage taught them to value 
prayin g in camp. In the camp, some- a human life but littl e. 
how, it is not the noblest element that There are worse things I han war, to 
sets the fashion. Then, too, camp life be sure, as for example despotism, for-
can not ve ry well help being in har- eign oppression, or anarchy; but war is 
mony with the gruesome surroundings none the less wholly and irredeemably 
and the gory work of the soldier in the bad. In the words ot our perhaps 
fi el d . Hence it may safely be said that greatest - loyal commander, "war 1s 
only strong a nd established characters hell." 
and refined natures who revolt at the So much, then, for the direct influ-
vulgarity and cruelty of war can come ence of war on him who fights . But 
out of a campaign morally unscathed. we who staid at home have not escaped 
The rest, and they are the great ma- the "after effects." Our country is 
jority, are worse men for having gone full of strident and screechy militarism. 
to the war. We are proud of our strength and the 
The influences o f a warrior's life are execution we can do with it. We fair-
not all bad, however. Courage, self- ly swim in exultation and glory when 
r eliance, obedience, perserverance, are we think how big, how very big we are. 
taught to the soldier in the campaign We are craning to ourselves-and not 
with unmistakable emphasis. But these very softly either-"we can whip the 
v irtues can be taught in peace also, Spaniard, we can whip the Cuban, we 
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can whip the Filipino, the German, into men and affairs such as nothing 
the Turk, anybody. Come along, the else can give. But, alas! Few can 
whole shooting-match ot you, we can pass the entrance examination for such 
settle you." We worship force and a course. If the soldier belongs to the 
our own force; not as Carlyle did, who, majority whose characters were un· 
though called a force-worshiper, was formed, he certainly suffered a moral 
rather a believer in the eternal mighti- loss by the war. He did not come out 
ness of night; but as the half-grown as good as he went in. The more eager, 
bully who falls in love with himself be- quick-'witted, vivacious, and impres-
cause he is able and willing and brave sionable he is the greater and more 
enough to lick any boy. considerably lasting is the injury. Happily, stolidi-
smaller than himself. ty and respectable dullness and stu-
But militarism means tinsel-worship pidity are very common characteristics 
as well as force-worship. And we have among the sons of men, and persons 
caught it! How the tailoring of the gifted with these qualities have not 
men-butchers is adored. How we love been tainted very deeply by the evils 
uniforms and titles. How we dote on of soldiering, and we may hope that a 
triumphal arches and processions and few years of peace will fully cure and 
salutes of twenty-one guns. How such di sinfect them. 
phrases as these glitter and sparkle be- As to the country at large, we are 
· fore our childish eyes and caress our too sensible a people to be led astray 
some what elongated ears: Paramount by militarism for any length of time. 
Power, Naval Supremacy, Sovereignty, We shall soon be able to smile at the 
World-Power, Imperialism. Thus has vapid nonsense we now permit our-
the war brought on an epidemic of selves and our leaders to utter. But 
force-worship and adoration of tinsel. · the good effects of the war bid fair to 
The war has, however, not been void be p.ermanent. When once we get a 
of good results to the nation at large. taste of the joy ot havin g g reat nation-
It has united the north and south as al purposes and interests , of selt-
probably nothing else could have sacrifice for the good of the communi-
done ; it has awakened in the nation ty, of the conscious ness of the com-
true patriotism and nationalism . Many mon life oi the nation; we shall, let us 
a citizen who formerly never thought hope, want more of it. Let us th en 
of this country has managed to forget hope that finally a nd permanently, 
. himself for whole hours at the time though at the sacrifi (' e of so much in-
and to ct!nter his whole soul on the dividual happiness, the weltare of the 
loveliness and grandeur of this nation. nation, yes, the welfare of the wh ole 
Such exercise is healthy, and if war world, was prompted by this war from 
cost only money, this were worth all which our friends have just returned . 
that war costs. 
What are then the net results of it 
all? 
To the individual soldier, if of strong 
cha_racter, noble impulses, and settled 
habits, the war has been a moral tonic 
that has seasoned and strengthened 
his character and given him an insight 
There is a young man here so care-
ful that in calling e;,n his girl he al ways 
kn@cks, for fear if he ca me with a ring 
she might consider it a proposal.- S t. 
Louis Humorist. 
' .. -, ~ . 
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The papers in the September and 
October NORM ALIAS giving outlines of 
literature for the grades, each empha-
sizes a different use of literature in 
school work. 
Miss Merritt discusses different 
modes of express.ion of ideas gained 
from stories and poems, in first and 
second grades. 
Miss Carroll, in her paper last 
month, spoke of the use of literature 
in training pupils to use correct writ-
ten la ng uage in th e third, fourth and 
fifth g rades. 
Miss Brasie shows the va lue of lit-
erature in teaching geography and 
history in slxth and seventh grades. 
Mr. Setchfield, in the September 
number, makes it nothing less than a 
crime to teach oral reading in the 
eighth grade , without ga ining intense 
interest in the litera ry matter read . . 
ISABEL LAWRENCE. 
l.t requires little more pains to create 
a good taste in reading than a bad 
taste. 
There are books wr.itten expressly 
for children which contain wha,t is sup-
posed to excite the children's interest 
more strongly than the books for their 
elders. Read one of these books to 
the child and then read to him a good 
selection from the best li terature. You 
will find that he will be much more in-
terested in the latter than in the former. 
Take Hiawatha tor instance. This 
poem appeals to children more strongly 
because there is a great deal of action 
in tt. There is also an opportunity for 
exercising the imagination to 'the fullest 
extent. The children can make the 
mental pictures and they have the con-
nected narrative, while in story-books 
only scraps are given. One child in 
talking about the readers said, "I don't 
like the middle of a story. I want the 
beginning and the end ." We have 
therefore selected_ the best of litera-
ture for the use of the children even 
of the first and secc:ind grades, largely 
discarding the ordinary reading books . 
There are several methods of pre-
senting this literature. 
Literature in the First and Second The children may read for them-
Grades. · selyes. Their powers are necessarily 
Charles Dudley Warner, in empha- limited, but at the end of the second 
sizing the need of teaching literature year they are able to read. some really 
in the public schools from the lowest good literature which has been adapted 
grade to the highest, says, "Whatever to them. Some of these stories are 
the beginning is it should be literature. Aesop's .Fables, Story of Cedric, Story 
The best is not too good for the young- of the Golden · Fleece, Red Riding 
est child. Simplicity, which commonly Hood, Hans Andersen's Little Match 
characterizes greatness, is of course es- Girl and The Ugly Duckling, Stories of 
sential. But never was a greater mis- Asgard, Thor and the Frost Giants and 
take made than in thinking that a Indian myths from "Stories of the Red 
youthful mind needs watering with the Children." • 
slops ordinarily fed to it." The teacher tells many stories, such 
_ Even children in the kindergarten • as "The Tournament" in Ivanhoe, "Sir 
are eager for Whittier's "Barefoot Boy" Launfal and "Uncle Tom's Cabin, ' · 
and Longfellow's "Hiawatha." which may take the form of a continued 
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story. Uncle Tom's Cabin delighted the children, as they will find it for 
the children for several weeks before themselves. 
Lincoln's Birthday. We tell these The historic sense is not highly de-
stories because t he children can under- veloped in children of this age. All of 
stand a great deal that they are not able th e work of this character has been 
to read, and the voice and expressive with biographical and heroic stories.-
face of the teacher add much to the They have had st0ries of Washington 
effect of the story. In this way, and Lincoln, of Franklin and Captain 
literature in which the language is too John Smith, and the poem of "Barbara 
difficult for the children to read for Frietchie" by Whittier. 
t hemselves is made intelligible. The "Little Gustava" by Celia Thaxter 
teach er may read to the class those gives a beautiful picture of home life 
stories whose language is compara-· and kindness to animals. Longer 
t ively s impl e. By this means the chi!- poems which have been great ly en-
dren become accustomed to the best joyed by the children in the past year 
lit erature. They also appre ciate that are the Jackdaw of Rheims, and the 
books for "grown-ups" contain de- Crow's Childi·en, and the Pied Piper of 
liglitful stories, and in the future they Hamlin by Browning. The children 
will desire to read this literature for have also been· delighted with many of 
them5elves. Eugene Field's poems. Children's re-
You will notice that the books and productions are a guide to the teacher 
stories mentioned, no one is wholly re- in judging of the children's · interests, 
fl ective or descriptive. Nearly all are as they will always reproduce what they 
fu ll of action , which the child of th is like and omit parts they do not like. 
age enjoys. The "B:uefoot Boy" by Besides this, their powe r of imaging is 
Wh ittier is the one which comes the made stronger by expression. The 
nearest to being descriptive, but the children may draw or cut from pa:Jer 
action which it contains is sufficient to to illustrate the story, or work with the 
overbalance this characteristic. sand pile . They may also use dramati c 
Fairy tales realize the desi res of expression. 
childre!l. Little people are conscious Such stories as the Dragon's Teeth 
o f thei r own weakness, and it delights by Hawthorne have been illustrated by 
th em to read of th e big, strong giants the First grade, buth by drawing and 
who can do anything they wish. They cutting o ut the fi g ures to paste on 
have a g reat many fears, and it re- paper. These drawings a re very in-
li eves them to laugh at ogres and wild te resting stu dies of ch il dre n' s ideas, no 
beasts in the s tories. Their imagina- two ot the class having anythin g alike 
tion is strengthened by the beautiful in their pictures of the dragon. • 
fancies. Again, it is impossible tor Barbara Frietchie may be beautiful-
anyone to understand g-ood literature ly illustrated by means of the sand pile . 
"The hills of Maryland , the clustered 
unless he has imaginative power. One 
spires, the marching soldiers,'' may all 
cannot fully sympath ize with others be represented. This method leaves 
unless he can feel himself in another's the child with more vivid images of the 
place. So the carefully selected fairy poem. 
tales have their use. The moral is not Some of the stories of the Wonder 
emphasized in the giving of the tale to Book and Tanglewood Tales, "Ariadne 
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and Theseus" for instance, can be acted 
out by the children. The teacher 
doesn't tell the children what · to say, 
but insists that they shall talk as they 
think the characters would. They may 
take the words directly trom the p,oem 
or story however, it they remember 
them. The teacher does not tell the 
children how to act. The play is the 
spontaneous expression of their own 
ideas. 
That parts of this literature sink 
deeply into the children's minds, and 
that they have already learned to apply 
lessons given, was very well shown the 
other day when th e children were out 
helping to clean the streets of the d ty. 
One I ittle girl of the Second grade had 
bee n working very hard with her 
teachers and school mates. Suddenly 
she cried out, "The oldest and youngest 
work with the strongest,'' and another 
little gid, when the very little ones 
were talking about what they could do 
to help, quoted solemnly from Emer-
son's "Mountain and Squirrel," ••It I am 
not as big as you, you are not as small 
as I and .not halt as spry.' ; 
FLORENE G. MERRIT. 
Literature of the Sixth and Seventh 
Grades. 
Agnes Repplier says that "there are 
people found daily in circulating .libra-
ries, and seldom visible on the street 
without a book or two under their arms, 
· who,~yet have probably never read a 
single masterpiece in literature, who 
have never been moved by a noble 
poem, or stirred to the quick by a well-
told page of history.'' 
One of the principal reasons for hav-
ing literature in the grades is to pre-
vent the pupils from becoming . men 
and women of this kind. We cannot 
directly compel people to enjoy the 
highest class of literature. We must 
begin by appealing to their interests. 
The heroic spirit predominates in 
the pupils of the Sixth and Seventh 
grades. This has been remembered in 
the variety of literature given them 
this year. 
Their interest in myths, strong in the 
earlier grades, has been kept alive that 
they may be able to appreciate poetry, 
and classical allusions in higher litera· 
ture, and because they give admirable 
training in imagination . Among th<;: 
myths the Sixth grade have had the 
following German stories: "The Early 
Legends of Faust" and "The Story of 
Siegfried ." The "Lorelei" by Heine 
has been comparea with Tennyson's 
"Merman and Mermaid. " 
Under Swiss mythology, "The Story 
of William Tell," and the poem "Arnold 
of Winkelried" have been studied. 
The Greek myths have been "Stories 
from Plutarch," Kingsley's "Greek 
Heroes," Hawthorne's "Tanglewood 
Tales," and "The Story of the Golden 
Age" by Baldwin, in which the author 
has woven into a fascinating continuous 
narrative the ancient Greek myths and 
legends, whose heroes and heroines ap-
peal with irresistible force to the youth-
ful imagination. This work has been 
connected with stories of Greek history 
from Church and others. 
The class enjoyed Macaulay's 
''Horatius," the same tale in "Golden 
Deeds" by Miss Yonge, Ruskin's fairy 
tale, "The King of the Golden River," 
Washington Irving's "Rip Van Winkle," 
and Beth Gelert on the "Grave of the 
Grayhound ," all myths according to 
John Fiske. 
Charles Dudley Warner says that 
literature opens much to knowledge of 
every kind, Dry details do not give a 
clear idea of the earth in Geography ; 
the pupils should get the atmosphere 
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of the place about which you are study-
ing, by means of literary selections. 
Clearer pictures of the sea than one 
could get from text books are given in 
the following poems read to the class: 
"High Tide on the Coast of Lincoln-
shire" by Jean Ingelow, "The Three 
Fishers" and "The Sands of Dee" by 
Kingsley, Longfellow's "Wreck of the 
Hesperus," Whittier's "Rivermouth 
Rocks," "The Storm" by Adela ide 
Proctor, and "The Diver" by Schiller. 
The class read "The Pirate" by Scott, 
with its romantic descriptio ns of cliffs 
and storms, and the caves where dwelt 
"Norna of the Fitful Head." "West-
ward Ho" by Kingsiey gave the pupils 
an account of the voyages and ad-
ventures ot Sir Leigh in the reign of 
Q ueen Elizabeth. This was a help in 
their history and geography also. "Two 
Years Before the Mast,·" ••Dana's 
Classic," a record of sailorship around 
Cape Horn, to and from San Francisco, 
and in California before the days of 
gold mining, give them a fine protrayal 
of sea life. 
The Seventh grade in connection 
with their study of mountains have had 
"The Story of Atlas ;" that stirring 
hymn of the Vaudois Mountains, which 
every pupil ought to learn by heart. 
"A Mountain Boy am I" by Uhland, 
Burns ' •·My Heart is in the Highlands," 
and Whittier's "Vaudois Teachers." 
"The Young Mountainers" by Miss 
M urfree gave the atmosphere of the 
great smoky mountains of Tennessee. 
With this were prose quotations about 
mountains from Ruskin. 
The appreciation of description in 
nature shows a greater development of 
literary ability than the enjoyment of 
narrative. The Seventh grade have 
had "Birds of Killingworth" by Long-
fellow, have read "Birds and Bees" by 
Burroughs, · and have studied many 
poems of nature-"The Flowers," 
"Death of the Flowers," ''The Fringed 
Gentians," "Evening Wind," "Prairies," 
"The Artie Lover" and "To the Appen-
nines" by Bryant, "Chorus of the 
Flowers'' by Leigh Hunt, "To a Moun• 
tain Daisy" by Burns, "The Frost 
Work," "Snow Flake" and "Blue Bells 
of New England" by Aldrich. 
The work in history must consist 
more of vivid pictures than of dry 
facts. 
Herbart says: "Periods which no 
master has described, whuse spirit no 
poet breathes are of little value to ed -
ucation ." 
The Seventh grade during their study 
of Charlemagne and chivalry in the 
middle ages read parts of I van hoe. 
They enjoyed Howard Pyle's adven-
tures of "Robin Hood ," " The Story of 
Knight in T en D ays" by Miss Andrews, 
and "The Story of Roland. " In Ro-
land the mediaeval romances that 
cluster around names of Charlemagne 
and Roland a re woven into a story 
which gives the tru e atmosphere of 
chivalry. The idea of chivalry as it 
shouid have been, rather perhaps that 
as it really was, is a n elevating and · 
beautiful idea, especially suited to boys 
and girls of this age. · 
Light was thrown on early Eng-
lish history by stories from Chaucer 
and Tennyson's poems on The Victim, 
and The Druids. 
While studying French history, se-
lections from The Tale of Two Cities 
by Dickem, and the stirring scenes of 
Ninety Three by Victor Hugo were 
read or told to the class. The Peasant 
and The Prince by Harriet Martineau, 
read in clas$, completed a series of 
studies which must have left a lasting 
impression of stormy scenes of the 
French revolution. 
Another class read er was Haw-
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thorne's Tales of a Grandfather, taken 
from Scotch history. 
Comparing similar selections aids in 
developing appreciation of literary 
style. The topic, horses, selected for 
this, proved exceedingly interesting. 
The sixth grade studied "A Descrip• 
tion of a War Horse" from Job, Robert 
Browning's poem, "How They Brought 
the Good News from Ghent to Aix," 
"Don Fulano ," the magnificent creature 
in John Bren t by Theodore Winthrop, 
"The Blood H orse" by Barry Corn -
wall, "The Leap of Roushan Beg" by 
Longfellow, and "Baldwin's Ho rse 
Fair, ' ' which gives a description of the 
noted hor~es in his tory. This study 
was followed by original descrip t ions 
ot horses the pupils liked. 
It is a mistake to om it everyt h ing 
which does not pertain to sc hoo l sub-
jects. Pupil s of this age should be 
given 1 iterature dea ling with real life. 
"My Summ er in a Garde n" by Warner 
was given for its wit; the poems "Baby 
Bel l" by A ldrich, " Rh oecus" by James 
Russell L owell , stori es fro m Spencer, 
. "Bell of Atr i" by L ong fe llow, "Ship per 
Ireson's Rid e" by W hi tti er, and "The 
Stethoscope" by Ho lmes, were . much 
enjoyed . Burns' "A Man's a Ma n fo r 
A'That" and Whittier's "Labor So ngs' ' 
b roug ht out the t houg ht of the dignity 
o f labor, and the bro therhood and in -
dependence of man. 
So me of the reflective poems g iven 
were Schiller's" Song of the Bell," "The 
Cotter's Saturday Nig ht" by Burns, 
" One by One" by Adelaide Proctor, 
''God Moves in a Mysterious Way," 
wh ich was Lincoln's favorite hymn, 
and "My Mind to Me a Kingdom Is." 
Th ( reflective poems were not enjoyed 
as much as the heroic, but the pupil's 
appreciation for such literature is 
g rowing. 
De Psychologiae Pretio. 
After the E. G. psychology class 
had discovered that imaging red wa-
fers on a white ground could make 
them actually see green wafers dancing 
over the white surface, the following 
psychological romance was evolved. 
Adolphus coming suddenly upon 
Seraphina, was highly delighted, for 
did not her blushes augur well for his 
suit? So intensely did he gaze upon 
those scarlet cheeks, that soon many 
Seraphinas with pale green cheeks be-
gan to dance betore him. 
Confusedly he bowed to one of 
these of after images instead of to the 
t rue Seraphina, who thereat departed 
in high dudgeon. 
T h at nig ht, Ado lphus, worr ied and 
love lorn , lay awa ke and im agined 
Seraph ina with her scarle t cheeks so 
viv id ly , that again innumerable Se r-
aphinas wi th pale g reen cheek hovered 
over him. Whereat A dolphus, hav-
ing no idea o f the late experiments in 
psychology, cried in despa ir , " I am 
mad! I am mad !" 
Moral : Before fall ing in . love, be 
sure to have take n a co urse in psy· 
chology . 
Do We Think In Images? 
W. A.S. 
We cannot think without the a id of 
images, yet it not infrequently occurs 
tI?.at we do not image what we think. 
We must image when we- think, not 
necessa riiy what we think. This some-
what dog matic statement may not at 
first seem fraught with meaning yet it 
will serve as a sort of target for a few 
psycholog ical shafts. 
One cannot image a relation known 
to exist between two thought images 
yet he must of necessity use the 
images in or_der to think the relation. 
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Again , one cannot think a relation in 
-any usable sense without affixing 
thereto some symbolic image . Now 
the symbol may be some arbitrary 
thing that can be used either to repre -
sent an imageable or a non-imageable 
entity; for the first it stands · in the 
light of a great convenience, for the 
second as necessity for further thought 
combination. 
Dean Swift's is landers had evo lved 
the following theory. Words are in-
adequate, things alonF. furnish a fit ve 
hicle for expression. Two of these 
insu lar inhabi tants are seen approach-
ing each other to enjoy an interchange 
·of ideas. Th ey are bending under the 
weight ·of heavy loads which are with 
-difficulty laid upo n th e grounrl. ca re-
fully unb uckled and th e contents a i· -
ranged. T here are in th ose bund les 
miniature horses . . cats, dogs, soldiers, 
houses, &c, &c. O ne can imctge the 
·comicality of th e conversation th at 
could possibly follow by the display 
of these images, and the antics through 
which they are put in order to car ry 
·on a very childlike conversation. One 
•can readily see that such a science as 
algebra would, to these people, be a 
logical impossibility. Let it also be 
noted that these people used signs 
which represented certain thin gs 
{which in a sense symbolized them) 
~ather than the things themselves. 
They used signs rather than symbols 
and were handicapped just in propor· 
tion to their lack of . freedom in sytn· 
bolic expression. 
, Still turther let us draw an illustra-
'tion from the science of algebra. An 
equation is an expression ot relation 
of equality between two quantities. 
Tw0 simultaneous equations may be 
combined in accordance with the laws 
. governing equalities. The expression 
of equality is an arbitrary symbol rep~ 
resenting a non imageable n9tion. 
Yet without this expression of some 
similar invention, we could no t hold 
the relations of equality before the 
mind while we think the relations 
themselves into relation. 
One can think by means of sense 
images when the objective excitants 
are both present, when one is present 
and one absent, also when bo th are 
absent. 
An imageable object of thought may 
stand as imaged in the mind, or a n ar-
bitrary image (symbol) may for con-
ve nience stand in its stead, as s uch it 
may aid in the thought combination. 
A non-imageable obj ect of th ought 
must, if it is to be held in the mind for 
combination, t ake upon itself the form 
of a symbol. 
Th us it follows that images are es-
se ntia l to thought although there are 
many objects of thought whi ch can-
not be imaged. 
Physical Education. 
I VER o. BAKKE N . 
One idea that is r apidly gaining 
ground at the present day i's the ne-
cessity of physical education. This is 
a question which has not received 
much thought until recent years. 
Physical culture has been looked upon 
simply as a means of giving the body 
strength and skill in the execution . of 
certain physical activities, but du.ring 
recent years it has rapidly become 
more and more realized that such cul-
ture is also an important• r~quisite in 
the best development of the mind. Ac-
cording to the theory of psycho-phys'-
ical parallelism, the mind is directly de-
pendent upon the health and condition 
of the body . 
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The question of physical culture is 
not one simply of quantity, but also of 
quality. A belief held by many people 
is that systematic physical trainiFig is a 
fad, and that sawing wood, washing 
clothes, or the like, well suffice to take 
the place of physical training in school. 
The direct purpose of physical training 
is to secure correct proportion between 
the parts of the body and to develop 
all such muscles as are valuable in the 
affairs of life. Sawing wood, or wash-
ing clothes, develop some muscles 
w bile neglecting others. 
The muscles most frequently neg-
lected in such exercises are muscles 
employed in the expansion of the chest. 
A depressed chest is an indication of 
poor respiration. The result of poor 
respiration is poor circulation, which in 
turn results in poor digestion and nu-
trition. 
to serve its purpose as an excretory 
organ; the work intended for it will be-
divided hetween the lungs and the kid-
neys, which thereby get more work 
than they can e.tsily execute, and the· 
result is an unhealthy condition of the 
whole system. 
The importance of good cooking is. 
gaining prominence among our best 
eclucators. There is probably not other 
bodily organ so abused by the Amer-
ican people a~ the stomach. We are 
called a dyspeptic, nervous race as a 
result of our injudicious regard-or 
want 9f regard-for our diet. Charles 
the Vth of Spain afforded an excellent 
example of the effect of gluttony. He 
partook of four good meals every day,. 
besides vast draughts of beer and wine. 
At the age of forty -five he was almost 
completely broken down with the gout, 
and no article of food , however well 
The fundamental conditions to be· dressed, was pleasing to his palate. 
secured through physical culture are Physical education is not simply to 
good respiration, circulation, digestion give health and strength to the body,. 
and nutrition. The cells or the body which was the aim of the ancient Gre-
must be properly fed, and also relieved ciaos when training their soldiers, but it 
of waste matter that results from the is to make the body a perfect machine 
breaking up of cells. If the cells are serving the best interests of the soul. 
not properly nourished we become The mind suffers with the body. 
fatigued, in which case the mind suffers When a person is sickly, he is apt to. 
with tht! body. If rhe waste matter is be ill-tempered and peevi'>h; not so. 
not properly removed from the celis, quick witted; nor full of jest and jollity 
we become drowsy and sluggish, not as when enjoying perfect health. When 
only in body but alsb in mind. · Our a person who is generally full of aspi-
will power slumbers and we refrain ration, appears despondent and morose,. 
from action. we say, "What is the matter with him?· 
All parts of the body must be prop- Is he sick r"' It is an established fact 
erly nourished. Each organ must ex- that for every mental activity there 
ecute its own function, or else more must be a corresponding change in the 
than the intended amount of work will brain cells. If the brain is not in a. 
devolve upon some of the other organs. healthy condition, the mind will not be: · 
If the skin is not kept clean, it will fail vigorous. 
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The m0st common impediments to 
good mental work in our schools are 
had attitudes of the body and impure 
air. Such an attitude as leaning over 
the desk will keep the chest com-
pressed, and as a result both circula-
tion and respiration are interfered with. 
These effects will become permanent 
if physical training is not given so that 
the muscles of the hack and chest be-
come strong enough . to hold the body 
constantly in an erect position. An-
other detrimental position, fr equently 
assumed, is the tired attitude of the 
head- bending forward, or resting on 
the elbow. 
. Since the brain depends upon the 
blood that enters it, for its nourish-
ment, any interference with the circu-
lation of blood in the head would di-
rectly decrease brain power. In bend-
mg the head forward, the blood vessels 
are more or less compressed, and thus 
prevent a propPr flow of blood. Hence 
arises the necessity for developing the 
muscles of the neck, so that the head 
may be held erect with ease. 
The brain receives six times as much 
blood, in proportion to its size, as any 
::>f the other parts ot the bod _v. There-
fore any mcrease or decrease in bodily 
vigor will have an obvious effect upon· 
the mind. It will naturally follow that 
a man of great physical ability is a 
man of great mental power. This is a 
common rule; the reason is that the 
brain of a large man is seldom pro-
portionately larger than the brain of a 
small man, so the larger the body, the 
greater will be the supply of blood for 
the brain. 
The injurious effects of impure air 
realized by the majority of teachers. 
Frequently pupils have been threatened 
with punishment for not remembering 
or not giving attention to their work, 
when their brains were SQ fatigued that 1 
mental exertion was almost an impossi-
bility. To have a wide awake mind, 
we must have a wide awake body. 
Physical education has for its greatest 
purpose the securing of a healthy 
m ind ., 
~WNNNNN~ 
i PERSONALS & LOCALS,J 
~mHNH!llNNNHHllNllNNNHNMm, 
At the end of the eighteenth cen-
tury, women began to enter the indus-
trial field. To the masculme names of 
brewer, weaver, baker, etc., they 
added the suffix "ster" and were 
known as brewsters, websters, hak-
sters, etc. Later on, masculine oppo-
sition drove women out of these trades 
to a large extent, but the men still 
kept the feminme names and were 
called brewsters, etc. Spinster, how-
ever, was not adopted by men, and 
that i; how the word has come to be 
applied to unmarried women nowa-
days. 
Just call and see the fine line of bats, 
trimmed and untrimmed, _at M. L. 
Hull's millinery parlors, 505 St. Ger-
main st. Special rates to students. We 
count it a pleasure to show our stock 
of goods. M. L. Hull. 
Mr. H. Hibbard, of the class of '99, 
has gone to Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
where he intends to take up a course 
in medicine. 
in the school room have not been fully Found-This piece of "roast." 
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WHY 
Will people go to an entertainment 
ten minutes late, and then make noise 
enough to attract the attention of the 
whole audience while they are settlin g 
down? 
Will people when they are at a 
public performance annoy and disgust 
their neighbors by talking and laugh-
ing during the program ? 
Will a crowd of people nearly 
smother each other, trying to push in -
to a trolley car of modest dimensi ons 
when they know another car will be 
along in five or six minutes? 
Miss S.-"l am kind of stuck on 
my subject." 
Y our fall and winter overcoat or 
ulster is ready for you at Price's. Plain 
fi gures and one price to all. 
Coc1tes' bus to all parts of the city. 
Biggest stock of men's underwear 
and hosiery at Price's, clothing and 
shoes. 
Miss Goff entertained her oousin , 
Mrs. R. E. S hepherd, of Minneapolis, 
at dinner Sunday, October 8th . 
Mrs. Bessie Scovill e was entertained 
at L awrence Hall, Sunday evening, by 
Miss Palmer. 
You will never miss the tram if you 
take Coates' Normal school bus. 
Wonder why Miss Dopp smiled so 
when D- showed his excuse card on 
the mornin g of October 9th !' 
The.! Thoreson Sisters' special rates 
to Narmal students. 
Messrs. Bakken, Magnusson and 
D avidson and the Missess Magnusson, 
Craig and Holmgren took advantage 
of the beautiful weather October 6, 7, 
and 8, to take a bicyde trip to the 
home of Miss Craig, where they had 
a delightful time. N0twithstanding a 
punctured tire, the loss of a few ar-
ticles, and other kindred mishaps, the 
party came hack feel ing quite _well-
"considering." 
For your fall hat, cap or gloves and 
mittens go to Price's big daylight store. 
How can any girl who has a know-
ledge of art and physiology find some-
thing to admire in a twenty inch 
waist? 
The Misses Wh it ing, Clough, How-
ard and Franklin were pleasantly sur-
prised on the morning of October 7th 
by a visit fro m their mothers. The 
mothers took their departure October 
9th. 
The Misses Goff and Neese and. 
Messrs. Von Fredenburg and A bbot 
took a bicycle trip to Clearwater, Sat-
urday, Sept. 30th. A pleasant time is. 
reported. 
Coates has a very neat bus in te nded 
especially for city and normal school 
students. 
The reception tendered the N ormat 
students by Rev. and Mrs. Ross, was 
well attended, and everybody reported 
"a good time." 
The wind has been very strong at Have your copying and typewriting 
the south west corner of the Normal done by Pohl, the stenographer and 
the past week, and has . caused disas- typewriter. Office in Searle block on 
trous results. 5th avenue south. 
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Pupil: Do yoµ know , w~ere Mr. B. with the latter's farm for a scenic 
·"is? background. The farmer happened 
Teacher: No ( do you wa.nt him? to turn his eyes in the direction of two 
. Pupil: Yes, indeed, .I do. aspiring staw stacks. "Well," he 
Teacher: Well, I don't know wheth- ejaculated, "l didn't know that I put 
er I will let you have him or not. those two stacks in a row." 
Pupil: I mean I want to see him. 
( Exit pupil in search of Mr. B.) 
Teacher: I thought I welUld catch 
her! 
Coates has ju:;t the rigs for a driving 
party. 
Pohl, the stenographer and type-
writer, has his office in the Searle block 
on 5th avenue south, where he is pre-
pared to dG firs t class work at a price 
that is within the reach of all. 
The A. A. Waterman fountain pen 
' Will the two young men occupying $r.25 at Fritz Guy's. 
the south-west end of room ill E. G. There was an old woman and her 
vertical writing please be 1-,_rood and 
SOil. 
quit mnking the girls laugh. \ iVho sat on the sofa and cried "holt 
. It is quite ap-Paul-ing how fond of 
peanuts the Hall girls are, 
Paul thinks its three to one at the 
Normal this year. 
on ." 
"Owin" a sixpence to a beggar, 
She gave it all to Lady McGregor. 
"Dear Heart," she said to her fond 
Prof. McC. showed the Science cub. 
dass the edc;Jies in the river but -- Come here while I ''11££" this old 
is more illterested in Eddies on land. 
A monograph on Mental Fatigue, 
just published, by Herman T. Lukens, 
of California, Pa., ·mentions the NOR-
MALIA of March '96 in its bibliography 
of the subject, and refers in the text to 
the test made in the Model School that 
year. 
When you want tb take a 
drive around the · city call 'at 




If you have any copying or type-
writing that you would like to have 
<lone up in a clean and workmanlike 
rnan11er, give Pohl, the stenographer 
and typewriter, a call. Rates very 
reasonable. Office in Searle block on 
5th a veri ue south. 
Have you been to the circus? Yes. 
Did y@u see the camel having a 
"Holliday." 
Get your hats at Thoreson Sisters'. 
Small Boy-"Pa want_s yo u." 
His Brother_:_"Aw, go long!" · 
S._ B.- ".Well, he does, right 
Leave your order for . hats at the 
off Star millinery. . 
this minute." 
·' . 
; H. B.-"Y ou go tell him to put it 
0..n paper_. " 
One of our friends was recently 
holding a conversation with a neighbor, 
In many cases where the city ocu-
lists have failed to give satisfaction our 
spectacles have suited perfectly. No 
matter who has fitted you, give Clark · 
Bros. a trial. Eyes fitted free. 
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Go buy a new comb for your hair, 
And thence to Canada you will re-
pair. 
We'll live in a "Villa" as of yore, 
And have a "Holliday" forevermore. 
Teacher-What is the present par-
ticiple of fly? 
Miss C-b-1.-Why Flynn of course. 
Peter J. Pohl of the class of '99, as 
sten@grapher and typewriter, has 
opened his office in the Searle block 
on 5th avenue south. 
The most important action of the 
Normal Board at its last meeting was. 
the decision to go on with the Normal 
School building at Duluth. The 
board authorized the committee, con-
sisting of President Ankeny and Direc-
tors Phelps and Norby, to put in the-
foundation and make the preparations 
Get a Waterman fountain 
Clark Bros. for $1.25. Your 
back if you don't like it. 
f necessary for a building to . cost pen o 
$80,000. It is rumored that Duluth 
money . . . 
will not be pleased with this, but we-
Roy E. Sperry of Willmar was ap-
pointed helper in the state grain in-
spection department, and assigned to 
the department a t Minneapolis. 
'Twas on a moonlight evening, 
The stars were shining down, 
When E. Van Berger donned his hat 
And took a walk up town. 
He scarce b1,.d gone a block or more 
When friends be chanced to meet. 
(It is no harm. They're Normal girls, 
We'll take a walk up town.) 
Cream soda's good and candy, too-
It's five to eight, that 's all , 
So he and the girls decided at once 
To wend their way to the "Hall." 
They said "good night" at the step a 
''O ye cruel fates" can' t feel 
The regret, remorse, the bitter pang, 
She rode up on her wheel. 
Now E. Van Berger sits alone, 
Alone in his bachelor's den, 
while, 
And he thinks, poor fellow the sadd'st words 
Are these-"It might not have been.'' 
-- .. 
Did you 1.:ver notice that the most 
shallow minded men are the ones who 
use the most profanity? This accords 
with the fact that "the less there is in 
a jug the more noise it will make com-
ing out."- Herman Enterprise. 
believe Duluth will tak.e what it can 
get and bide its time.-Ex. 
An old woman whose husband was 
ill in bed sent for the doctor, who came-
and saw the old lady. 
"l will send him some medicine," he-
said, on leaving, "which must he taken 
in a recumbent posture .. " 
After he h::td gone the old woman 
sat down greatly puzzled. 
"A recumbent posture-a recumbent 
posture!" she kept repeating. "l 
havn't got one." At last she thought,. 
"l will go and see if old Mrs. Smith 
has got one to lend me." 
Accurdingly she went and said to 
her neighbor: 
"Have you a recumbent posture to. 
lend me to put some medicine in?" 
Mrs. Smith, who was equally as ig--
norant as her friend, replied. 
"l had one, but to tell you the truth. 
I _have lost it!"-T1c;l-Bits. 
Some members of the 13th regiment 
are saving their Manila whiskers as a 
protection against the kissing bugs re-
ported up our way. 'Tis well. 
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The Power of Will. 
·There is no chance, no destiny , no fate 
Can circumvent, or hinder, or control 
The firm resolve of a determined soul. 
'Gifts count for nothing; will alone is great! 
All things give way before it soon or late. 
What obstacle can stay the mighty force 
Of the sea-seeking river in its mighty course, 
·Or cause the ascending orb of day to wait? 
Each well-born soul must win what it deserves. 
Let the fool prate of luck. The unfortunate 
Whose slightest action or inaction serves 
Is he whose earnest purpose never swerves, 
The one great aim. 
Why, even Death stands still, 
And waits an hour sometimes for such a will. 
-Ella Wheeler Wilcox . 
Save when by fits the warmer air deceives 
And stealing hopeful t@ some sheltered bower 
She lies c,n pillows of the yellow leaves 
And tries the old tunes over for an hour. 
The wind whose tender whisper in the May 
Set all the young blooms listening through 
the grove, 
Sits rustling in the faded boughs today 
And makes his cold and unsuccessful lo ve. 
The rose has taken off his tire of red 
The mullen stalk its yellow stars h a ve lost. 
And the [)roud meadow-pink bangs down her 
bead 
Against earth's chil1y bosom, witched with 
frost. 
The robin tha t was busy all the June 
Before the sun had kissed the topmost bough, 
Catching our hearts up in his golden tune, 
Waite A. Shoemaker, Pd. D. It Has given place to the bro wn cricket now. 
-Alice Cary. ,sounds well, but Dr. Shoemaker writes 
his name in the same old way.-Ex. 
You are right Bro. and those who 
wait till Waite is gray-headed wil l only 
wait to see Waite still writing it in the 
«same olJ way." 
If mother Eve had known as much 
as some of her daughters, what a fool 
she would have made of that sn ake .-
St. Louis Humorist. 
"The child will attend more to what 
a teacher does than to what the same 
teacher says.".:__-William James. 
Autumn. 
Shorter and shorter now the twilight clips 
The days, as though the sm1set gates they 
crowd, 
And summer trom her golden collar slips 
And strays through stubble fields and moans 
aloud . 
Brn , he- What became of that story 
(Jf yn ur ,; entitled "A Bad Penny.r'" 
P enn- It keeps coming back. - Ex. 
AT M. L. HULL'S 
MILLINERY PARLORS 
You will find all the new sty Jes 
in headwear . ... 
Special Prices to Normal Students. 
We shall be pleased to show goods at any time. 
M.L.HULL, 
505 St. Cermain Street. 
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THE PROPER THINC is to be well dressed. It is a pleasure and a comfort. 
We have an 
elegant line of ... Overcoatings, Fall & Winter Suitings and Trouserings. 
Our prices will please you. Cleaning a nd repairing done. 
Brown the Tailor, 15 6th Ave. South. 
··············································································································-
THE NORMALIA. 
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.._.602 St. Cermain Street-Corner Sixth Avenue South . .._. 
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: Fur Cloaks! Fur Capes! fhe Fashion in Outer Garments : 
i Fnr Collarettes '· Fur Muffs! ~r.cl§ for Fall and Winter, at Frank t 
♦ -------------~.....,_ Fandel's 1899-1900... : 
i The fur season is coming A real stylish outer gar- : 
♦ nearer every day and our ment doesmoteforwoman's ♦ 
: . stock of fur goods are all the appearance than any other :.-
♦ .. North Star" fur garments. --,...,.,"""""'- single thing. Whether the 
♦ We guarantee everything in grade be the lowest or the : 
:. the line of fur-the name highest, the price is the low- i 
guarantees it. Our fur stock est at which it is possible to 
♦ is large enough to occupy a make an ·honest garment. ♦ -
♦ buildi, ,g b_v itRelf. Our prices One thing is sure, if you wear ♦ 
: will be found as low as anv nny of 011r ga-rments you ♦•· 
♦ reliable goods can be sol<l know v ou are in ·•~tyle " 
: for. The1 e is one way t o be Y<)U k11ow the making (s the : 
♦ sure in buying a fur garment best and the fit perfect. A ♦' 
i and that is: find a makethat garment bought at Fandel's : has a reputation for being guarantees you the best to ♦ 
, right. Pick anyt hing ofthat be had. Our stock is as large ♦ 
♦ make. you know the rest is a~ any of the Twin city stores ♦ 
♦ safe. North Star Furs answer a nd you can select to your i 
: all requirements. heart's content. ♦-
0! 0 -ur Misses' Hnd Children 's stock is immen -e a nd it is a pleasure for u~ to have i-
♦ people look it over, whether they "ish to p11rcha, e or not, only give 11s a call. ♦ 
♦ . ♦ ' 
i ,KID ~LQ~ES :!:~~g;:1~~1:ce UNDERWEAR ~::rd::~:~: i 
: fhe new ]me of ktd gloves we have put 111 ment is one of the largest in our store ♦ , 
+ our stock this fall prove a wonderful sue- and we always take pains to secure best • I cess, every lady is pleased at finding such values. Underwear at as low prices as were : a beautiful line right at ;-;or:::e. There are ever sold before. We sell the best 25c, 39<:", ♦-none better 50c 1'1dies' heavy fleeced underwear, the •♦ ~~ best Ii ne of Ch ii d ren' s fleeced and camels SHIRTWAISJSMadeou\of hair underwear the best line of men's:. 
Wool, S1.k, and boys' fleeced and camels h a; r under- ♦ 
: Corderoy, "8rillantine, Electro Satin, etc wear. : 
♦ They are made up in banner style. Flannelette and Muslin Under= ♦ 
♦ ~ ............... ..,....,,....,,~ • 
-♦ co RSETS ~hename.willbesuffi- wear. : 
: . c1ent to rnform you A splendtd line made up in "Peerless" ♦ 
♦ that this department is in first class style-no sweatshop work. Splendid line ♦-
: shape-Flexibone, Thompson Glove Fit- and good values in table linens and nap. i 
: ting, Warner Bros.', Ferris Waists, etc. kins, marsaille~&crochetbedspreads,etc, ♦ 
t The most complete dry Frank Fandel, i f goods and cloak stock i 
: you find at.••••,• 602ST.CERMAINST.ST.CLOUDMINN. ♦ 
:.♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
THE NORMALIA, 
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ :j Ceo. R. Crosby's j 
i New Stationery i 
1 : 
♦ ==- AND--===- ♦ 
l : 
i News Depot. i 
• ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
: is diagoaally aci-oss 5th Ave. : 
i from public reading room Every- •: thing in school supplies. 
♦ ♦ : : 
i Pictures .... ! : : 
i Framed. i 
♦ ♦ 
♦ • 
♦ • i Ceo. R. Crosby, i 
i 5th Avenue South. i 
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Going To California? 
Then you will lw interes1ed in learn-
ing the Mini: eapolis & St. Louis R . R. 
has through tourist cars, with uphol-
stered seats and personally conducted, 
Jeaving every Tuesday via the South-
ern Route, with no snow, no altitudes, 
.and no Sunday traveling. 
Leaving every Thursday via Oma-
ha, Denver, and Salt Lake, the "Scen-
ic Line" crossing the Rocky and Cas-
cade Mountain ranges. Berths only 
~6.oo through. R educed rate tickets, 
A. B. CUTTS, 
G. P. & T. A.,M. & St. L. ~- K 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
Direct Connection at Union Depots 
are made at St. Paul and Minneapolis 
by all trams from Pacific Coast and 
Northwestern Point~, with the Wis-
consin Central Railway, thus afford-
~ng a comfortable and convenient 
Journey to Manitowac, Milwaukee, 
C:l:icag~ and eastern and southern 
c1t1es, via two modern trains leaving 
daily. For turther information apply 
to your nearest ticket agent. 














Through service bPtween St. Paul, Minneapolis, 
Helena , Butte, Spokane, Seattle and Portland. 
ConnectionB, at western terminal for Kootenai 
cou ntry, Oregon anrl California points, Alaska, 
Japan a nd China. Connect ions at T w in Cities for 
puints ea s t and fsouth . 
---
Passen,ger Trains leave as follows : 
GOING W E ST·. GOING EAS'r . 
*No. 111:15 a .m. *No. ;,i 2:05 p.m. 
tNo. 3 11:05 a.m. tNo . ,i, 12:2.'i p.m. 
*No. 5 for No. 6 arrives from 
Willmar 11:15 a.m. Willmar 10:55a.m. 
tNo. 7 11:20 p.m. tNo. 8 4:40 a.rn . 
*No. 128, for Sandst one 7:00 a.m. 
Nos. 3, 4 , 7 and 8 run via Clearwater . 
All trains arrive at and depart from new 
depot. 
*Dally except Sunday. 
tDaily. 
The Road That Made 
The Northwest Famous. 
Remember Your Friends! 
H. R. NEIDE, Agent, 
ST. CLOUD, MINN. 
THE NORMALIA . 
............................................................................................................. 
NEW FALL SUITS and OVERCOATS. 
Now is the time to make your purchase of .. ............... . 
Winter Suits, Overcoats, Gent's Underwear, Gloves, etc. 
We carry the largest and finest line in the 
city and prices a re below all competitors. 
Special Discount to 
Teachers and Students . ............................................................................................................. 
PUFF BROS. 
GROCERS, BAKERS, 
CONFECTIONERS __ ,_.._ 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK, 
ST. CLOUD, M"INN. 
CAFIT AL, $100,000 
We carry the largest and most complete · __ 
stock of staple and fancy Groceries . Confecti on- All Business Connected with General Bank-
ery, F1·uit . Tobaccos, domestic and imported 
cigar~. ing will Receive Prompt Attention. 
Rox trade our Specialty 
Wedding C:akes made to order. 
60 7 ST. GERMAIN STREET. 
. . . ST. CLOUD, MIN.'/ .. . 
DIRECTORS. 
ll . P. Bell, L . IV . Coll ins, 
EB.Smith W. 13.:Vl itchell , 
,Joh n Cooper. L .Clark , ,J. 
Zupp .. John Ren~en , ,J . G . 




.T. G. i::l'1t'l'H , JJres iclent. 
L. '1V. CO LL INS, Vice-Pn~:-1. 
!<:rt . SMIT!l, Cushier . 
1:1 
J:J. Fl. 6AJ.lTEJt, S ponges, P erf u mes, Hair Brushes, Tooth Brushes, a nd Ful l Line of D ruggist 
Su ndries. 
~u;'<!!:<f.!i~I j~Jt*<i!:Iijlti@ll)) fo BJ.ll:lGGIST 
W'lijyio,1i<en~iij~' W'1r<!!:~<eli'if*i@ll))<>1. • : • ., 
~©~ ~ii, it:iiewim~nll)) ~t., 
~it. ~Il@l\JIQ, 
J. C. BOEHM, lV.I. D. At Bowing Bros.' You can always find a fine lot of Fresh Fruit 
a nd Candies 
519 St; Germain. Street. 
·Office hours: 11 a. m. to 12:80 p. m., 2 to 4 in the 
afternoon, 7 to 8 evening-. 
WALBRIDGE & LOUDON, 
PRO PRIETO Rs·· 
BARBER 
SHOP ~ 
Under the Grand Central Hotel. 
Merchants :-: National :-: Bank 
OF ST. CLOUD, MINN. 
CAPITAL, 
Banking in all its Branches. - :-
Interest paid upon Time Deposits. 
I n Our tSnvings D •'IHl .R·tme nt. 
Deposits received in sums of $LOO and upwards. Interest 
allowed upon sums of$5.00 and upwanls. 
·O. H. HA.VILL, A. BAR'l'O, 
President. 1st Vice-President. 
A .H. REINHARD . C. L ATWOOD. 
Cashier. 2nd Vice-President. 




E. F . MEYE~. Prop. 
Special attention given to all Students 





V~l;~'{'IBl;f~e;o ·r~t.A(~S--UL~r~,t (.A.RS 
WEST BOUND, 
No. J, Pug-et Sound Limited ........ 1:03 am. 
~o . ,5, J;'arl('o Local.. .................. 10:55 a .m. 
~-o. 7 . Winnipeg Express .. ... ......... 10:57 p.m . 
EAST BOUND, . 
Nu. 2, 'l'wlu f'i~y Mail. ................ 12:15 p.m. 
No. 6. 'l'win City H:xpresa .............. 2:20 p.m. 
N<l H, :-;t.P,rnl aurl Mpls.Express .. 4:05 a .m. 
No. 5 and 6 run via Brainerd. 
Pnllma11 Pirst- JasRand 1l'ourist,Slilepingl:Jar~ 
E. Wolfsberg,Agent, I Chas. S.J;'ee,G.P.A, 
St. Cloud, Minn. St. Paul, Minn . 
If you want 
A good job 
Done on your 
4Wo 4Wo 4WH!l 
Bicycles 
'Good Wo:rk. + ♦ ♦ •. Low P:rices. -Take thetn to-
Special -~ates to Studer,its. F. J. BAKE R'S • Gunstore. 
West Hotel, 5th Ave. S. St. Coud, Minn. ~ 4f'o/ ?f'@t&4Mt ff?@t :?ffi@t: rP@e'--zE 
i DressCoods_ Underwear. Furs .~::eT:~~:S. 11. Department. No wonder we do nearlv half the Hosiery and Under- Here they are again, the Just received 15 pieces novel- wear bu,ainess in St. Cloud. third lot thi~ year. They are 
ty dress goods, 40in.39trt Look these prices over and beauties, and all are going 
value, this sale......... 'V judge for yourselves. for less money than the fur 
36-in. all wool flannels, all costs. Prices: i ~~l~r.~::~.~_i·~·~·~·l·~·········29C M::~::~:a~;~~ t~~::~~rt, $2 50, $3. 50, •1 54-in. storm serges, all col- fo1: 75c, . 49C $ 5.00, $6. 50, ors sold elsewhere 69C th18 week s sale......... and up to $20 for this week. 
• for 's9c, this sale. ...... La?ies' very heavy fleece . New fall plaids, beautiful nbbed ve~ts and 2~(; All wool camel hair. tailored I colorings 40cvalues 2n I pants, thrn sale .... ..... tJ suits, taffetta silk $18 i 
: 
this sale.'. .... ............. '. aC Our Center Counter-Look lined, only ................ . 
New fall plaids, $1.00 69 th~m.over ~hen in. the 
values, this sale........ (; butldmg. 1hree b1g ~n- BIC 
derwear lots now gomg at 
I ~~d~s~-;;;~.-~~~ w!2~d~~l:t~e~~ce. Shoe Values. CLOVE VALUES ..,.,,. .... ..--~-~---- From St. Cloud's greatest i For This Week Only Shoe Department. 
♦ Cloak and Children's Dept. 
♦ All our Royal kid gloves, i ~i~~~~~;i~~~.~: .. $1.10 Cape Dep't. c~:~~r~~:~!i.~~~t!1r:~11a, i 
• All our $1.50 and $1.75 Shoe store price ~119 I i trivill kid gloves, $1 35 See ~ J 39 J ackct values $1.50, this sale .... . 11» • our ~'t. for this week. Ch.ld' k Jf J this week onlv...... • 1 s angaroo ca , ace 
All our $2.00 Melrose kid ~~~ $7 .98 /o~c~~~/!~~k~ or button, Ill 1 00 
• gloves, the best glove in this sale ...... .. ........ IP • ♦ 
• St Cl d $ See $ J 98 Golfc~pevalues Ladies· vici kid, button, a • 
• · ou , J 69 our 'I. for this week. I · t · d • 
i♦ 
this week's sale... . • See $2 98 BlackAstrak- :11~~ ~~~~.~~~······$1.69 1. our • han cape values worth upto $2 .50. We have positively the for this week. The best line of ladies' fall I · See $3 98 Astrakhan cape i on Y experienced glove our • values for this and winter shoes at ......... . fitters in the city . .. , week. It is a wonder. $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 • • ............................................................ 
